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Lethargy, bordering on 
sloth should remain 
the cornerstone of an 
investment style.

-Warren BuffettSmoldering embers of change
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Times and conditions 
change so rapidly that 
we must keep our aim 
constantly focused on 
the future.

- Walt Disney

Kindling and accelerant
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Anyone can see a 
forest fire. Skill lies in 
sniffing the first 
smoke.

- Robert A. HeinleinBlazing fire
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What maters most is 
how well you walk 
through the fire.

- Charles Bukowski
A new landscape emerges













If you want something 
new, you have to stop 
doing something old

- Peter F. Drucker
Embracing a new vista









Thinking of tomorrow.

Thank you.



Synopsis
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When you think of beauty and wellness what comes to mind? Skin care, 
cosmetics, supplements? Today, more consumers are now adding oral care to 
the list. Wellness and beauty continue to converge and as consumers start 
looking at personal care more holistically oral care is moving beyond functional 
benefits to be part of their wellness and beauty routines - as a beauty product, 
oral hygiene is no longer only a commodity. Join us as we take a closer look at 
the changing consumer values that have created this new market opportunity. 
We will explore how oral care has evolved with new forms, hero ingredients, 
claims language, and even new sales outlets. We will highlight products that 
standout and share our insights to help your brand navigate this emerging 
space.


